
CS 330

Deep Multi-Task and Meta-Learning



Course Logistics



Information & Resources

Course website: http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs330/ 

Piazza: Stanford, CS330 

Staff mailing list: cs330-aut1920-staff@lists.stanford.edu 

Office hours: Check course website. (Mine are Weds after class)

Chelsea Finn Tim LiuAbhishek SinhaTianhe (Kevin) YuSuraj Nair
Instructor TA TA TA TA

http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs330/
http://lists.stanford.edu/


Pre-Requisites and Enrollment

Pre-requisites: CS229 or equivalent, previous RL experience highly recommended 
If you are not enrolled: fill out enrollment form on course website. 
- We will enroll subject to availability 
- Fill out the form as soon as possible! 
Lectures are recorded, will be internally released on Canvas, will be publicly 
released after the course. 
SCPD: There are ~20 remote students from SCPD as part of the course.



Assignment Infrastructure

Assignments will require training networks in TensorFlow (TF). 
TF review section: 
- Suraj Nair will hold a TF review session on Thursday, September 26. 
- You should be able to understand the overview here:  

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro 
- If you don’t, go to the review session & ask questions!

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro


Topics

1. Problem definitions 
2. Multi-task learning basics 
3. Meta-learning algorithms: black-box approaches, optimization-

based meta-learning, metric learning 
4. Hierarchical Bayesian models & meta-learning 
5. Multi-task RL, goal-conditioned RL, hierarchical RL 
6. Meta-reinforcement learning 
7. Open problems, invited lectures, research talks

Emphasis on deep learning, reinforcement learning



Topics We Won’t Cover

Won’t cover AutoML topics: 
- architecture search 
- hyperparameter optimization 
- learning optimizers

Emphasis will be on: 
deep learning approaches



Course Format

[This will change in future offerings.]

Three types of 
course sessions:

- lecture (9) 
- student reading: 

presentations & discussions (7) 
- guest lecture (3)

All students responsible for one group paper presentation. 
[Instructions posted on Piazza.]

Participation in discussions is highly encouraged.



Assignments & Final Project

Homework 1: Multi-task data processing, black-box meta-learning

Homework 2: Gradient-based meta-learning & metric learning

Homework 3: Multi-task RL, goal relabeling

Final project: Research-level project of your choice
Form groups of 1-3 students, you’re welcome to start early!

Grading: 20% paper presentation, 30% homework (10% each), 50% project

5 late days total across: homeworks, project paper submission



Homework Today

1. Sign up for Piazza 
2. Fill out paper presentation preferences (by Thursday!) 
3. Start forming final project groups if you want to work in a group 
4. Review this: https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro


Two more things

Ask questions!

Because it is new, this course will be rough around the edges.



Some of My Research 
(and why I care about multi-task learning and meta-learning)



Why robots? Robots can teach us things about intelligence.

Robots.

faced with the real world 

must generalize across tasks, objects, environments, etc 

need some common sense understanding to do well 

supervision can’t be taken for granted

Finn, Tan, Duan, Darrell, Levine, Abbeel. 
ICRA ‘16

Levine*, Finn*, Darrell, Abbeel. 
JMLR ‘16

Yu*, Finn*, Xie, Dasari, Zhang, 
Abbeel, Levine, RSS ‘18

How can we enable agents to learn skills in the real world?



Beginning of my PhD

The robot had its eyes closed. Levine et al. ICRA ‘15



Levine*, Finn* et al. JMLR ‘16



Finn et al. ICRA ‘16



Learn one task in one environment, starting from scratch

Finn et al. ‘16 Yahya et al.  ‘17

Ghadirzadeh et al. ’17Chebotar et al. ’17 Atari locomotion

Robot reinforcement learning Reinforcement learning



Behind the scenes…

It’s not practical to collect a lot of data this way.
Yevgen is doing more work than the robot!

Yevgen



Not just a problem with reinforcement learning & robotics.

Learn one task in one environment, starting from scratch
rely on detailed supervision and guidance.

Finn et al. ‘16

More diverse, yet still one task, from scratch, with detailed supervision

Yahya et al.  ‘17

Ghadirzadeh et al. ’17Chebotar et al. ’17 Atari locomotion

Robot reinforcement learning Reinforcement learning

machine translation object detectionspeech recognition

specialists
[single task]



Humans are generalists.

Source: https://youtu.be/8vNxjwt2AqY

https://youtu.be/8vNxjwt2AqY


vs.

Source: https://i.imgur.com/hJIVfZ5.jpg

https://i.imgur.com/hJIVfZ5.jpg


Why should we care about multi-task & meta-learning?
…beyond the robots and general-purpose ML systems



Why should we care about multi-task & meta-learning?
…beyond the robots and general-purpose ML systems

deep
v



Slide adapted from Sergey Levine

Standard computer vision: 
hand-designed features

Modern computer vision: 
end-to-end training

Krizhevsky et al. ‘12

Deep learning allows us to handle unstructured inputs (pixels, language, sensor readings, etc.)
without hand-engineering features, with less domain knowledge



Source: Wikipedia

AlexNet

Deep learning for object classifica9on Deep learning for machine transla9on

GNMT: Google’s neural 
machine translaEon 

(in 2016)

PBMT: Phrase-based 
machine translaEon

Human evaluaEon scores on scale of 0 to 6

Why deep mul9-task and meta-learning?



What if you don’t have a large dataset?
medical imaging roboEcs personalized educaEon, 

medicine, recommendaEonstranslaEon for rare languages

Large, diverse data Broad generalizaEon

Vaswani et al. ‘18
GPT-2

Radford et al. ‘19

Russakovsky et al. ‘14

(+ large models)

deep learning

ImpracEcal to learn from scratch for each disease, 
each robot, each person, each language, each task



What if your data has a long tail?

driving scenarios
words heard

objects encountered
interacEons with people

big data

small data
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This se\ng breaks standard machine learning paradigms.
…



What if you need to quickly learn something new?
about a new person, for a new task, about a new environment, etc.



CezanneBraque

By Braque or Cezanne?

training data test datapoint



What if you need to quickly learn something new?
about a new person, for a new task, about a new environment, etc.

How did you accomplish this?
by leveraging prior experience!

“few-shot learning”



This is where elements of mul9-task learning can come into play.

What if you don’t have a large dataset?
medical imaging roboEcs personalized educaEon, 

medicine, recommendaEonstranslaEon for rare languages

What if your data has a long tail?
big data

small data

# 
of
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What if you need to quickly learn something new?
about a new person, for a new task, about a new environment, etc.

What if you want a more general-purpose AI system?
Learning each task from scratch won’t cut it.



What is a task?



What is a task?

For now:

Different tasks can vary based on:
- different objects 
- different people 
- different objecEves 
- different lighEng condiEons 
- different words 
- different languages 
- …

Not just different “tasks”

dataset D
loss funcEon L

model f✓



CriQcal AssumpQon

The bad news: Different tasks need to share some structure.
If this doesn’t hold, you are beaer off using single-task learning.

The good news: There are many tasks with shared structure!

- The laws of physics underly real data. 
- People are all organisms with intenQons. 
- The rules of English underly English language data. 
- Languages all develop for similar purposes.

Even if the tasks are 
seemingly unrelated:

This leads to far greater structure than random tasks.



The mulQ-task learning problem: Learn all of the tasks more quickly or more 
proficiently than learning them independently.

Informal Problem DefiniQons

The meta-learning problem: Given data/experience on previous tasks, learn a 
new task more quickly and/or more proficiently.

We’ll define these more formally next Eme.

This course: anything that solves these problem statements.



Doesn’t multi-task learning reduce to single-task learning?

D =
[

Di L =
X

Li

Are we done with the course?



Doesn’t mulQ-task learning reduce to single-task learning?

Yes, it can! AggregaEng the data across tasks & learning a single 
model is one approach to mulE-task learning.

But, we can oVen 
do beWer!

Exploit the fact that we know that data 
is coming from different tasks.



Why now?
Why should we study deep multi-task & meta-learning now?



Bengio et al. 1992

Thrun, 1998

Caruana, 1997



These algorithms are continuing to play a 
fundamental role in machine learning research.

Multi-domain learning for sim2real transfer

One-shot imitation learning 
from humans

CAD2RL Sadeghi & Levine, 2016

Multilingual machine translation

DAML Yu et al. RSS 2018

2019

YouTube recommendations

2019



An overview of multi-task 
learning in neural networks 

Ruder ‘17

Model-agnostic meta-learning for 
fast adaptation of deep networks 

Finn et al. ‘17

Learning to learn by gradient 
descent by gradient descent 

Andrychowicz et al. ‘15

Graph sources: Google scholar, Google trends

These algorithms are playing a fundamental, and 
increasing role in machine learning research.

How transferable are features in 
a deep neural network? 

Yosinski et al. ‘15

Interest level via search queries



Its success will be critical for the democratization of deep learning.

1.2 million images and labels

WMT ’14 English - French 40.8 million paired sentences

Switchboard Speech Dataset 300 hours of labeled data

ImageNet

Kaggle’s DiabeQc ReQnopathy DetecQon dataset 35K labeled images

< 1 hour of dataAdapQve epilepsy treatment with RL
Guez et al. ‘08

< 15 min of dataLearning for roboQc manipulaQon
Finn et al. ‘16



But, we still have many open questions and challenges!



Reminder: Homework Today
1. Sign up for Piazza 
2. Fill out paper presentation preferences (by Thursday!) 
3. Start forming final project groups if you want to work in a group 
4. Review this: https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro

Next time (Weds): Multi-Task and Meta-Learning Basics

https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/low_level_intro

